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My Approach to playing Solo Battles 
By Brian Cameron 

 

I’m always interested in the various ways that solo wargamers play their games.  An easy way is 

just to do your best for both sides.  In theory that’s quite straightforward but not as easy in 

practice though as there can be a tendency to push a game a particular way.  An alternative is to 

play one of the armies yourself and have some sort of system for the opposition.  That isn’t easy 

to do, but given I like developing games and systems I enjoy tinkering (endlessly it sometimes 

seems) with such systems.  In case it’s of any interest, I’m describing where I am with my 

current system. 

 

First, a few words about the sort of games I play.  My main interest is battles rather than 

skirmishes and I can manage (without moving lots of furniture) to set up a 6’ x 4’ but it’s 

possible to have a good game on a surprisingly small table (say 3’ x 3’) even with 25/28mm 

troops (many of mine are 25mm, dating as they largely do from the 70s and 80s).  Occasionally I 

do like battles on a grander scale and then it’s time to get my 6mm armies out (that’s another 

example of ‘size inflation’, they were 5mm when I first started with Miniature Figurines range 

back in the 70s).  I tended to pass 15mm by but recently I’ve been playing a number of the rules 

produced by Peter Pig and have built up some 15mm forces.  Whatever the scale, I avoid filling 

the entire table with troops.  I’m surprised how many photos I see of armies set out on a table 

and stretching the entire width of the table leaving no option but to go straight ahead.  Now, that 

does happen in some periods and battles but having the space to manoeuvre and bring off a plan 

is, to me, what a battlegame is all about.  And that’s where the smaller, 6mm, figures can really 

come in (and be cheaper and quicker to paint). 

 

Battlefield set up 

 

Anyway, my starting point is to set up the battlefield.  This may well be from a scenario I’ve 

seen, historical or ‘typical’ of a period.  Typical tends to be my interpretation so my English 

Civil War battlefields usually abound in Hedges, American Civil War ones are covered in 

woods.  The sad fact is that many battles were fought on a nice open piece of ground to facilitate 

manoeuvring, but they don’t make much of a battlefield for wargames and so not really an option 

I’m keen on. 

 

Plans – and lots of them! 

 

With that to hand, I’ll then work out three plans for each side – note that I’ve yet to decide which 

side I’m going to play.  The plans tend to be variations of the usual approach: dividing the army 

into centre and wings and deciding which one will have the greatest weight and a split of the 

forces between the other two.  For example, I might have 6 regiments of infantry, 3 of cavalry 

and 2 batteries.  I decide that the terrain favours an attack on my right with the opportunity to 

then wheel in towards the centre.  I allocate 3 regiments of infantry and 1 regiment of cavalry to 



that.  I don’t attach any guns as I want the force to move as fast as possible.  I only give them 1 

regiment of cavalry as the other two will be positioned on the left wing, supported by 1 infantry, 

in the hope of slowing any opposition by forcing infantry into squares.  If it turns out that the 

opposition is rather light, then the cavalry might be able to use their speed to try and get passed 

them and threaten the centre. 

 

This leaves the centre with only one infantry regiment and a rather puny reserve of another 

infantry regiment and support by both batteries but comfort myself, if not my stalwart troops, 

that you can’t be strong everywhere. 

 

For plan 2, I have a mixed force of 1 regiment of cavalry, one of infantry and a battery on the 

right flank.  I know this could be a good route for a strong attack by the enemy left as I’ve used it 

as such in Plan one.  This force will advance as quickly as possible and then fall back as slowly 

as possible. 

 

In this plan I’m going for a push through the centre though that’s never my preference.  So, 4 

regiments of infantry and a battery.  The remaining regiment and the one cavalry regiment on the 

left will hug the side of the centre force, aiming to protect its flank.  This will leave quite a gap 

on the left but It’s a mistake to try and fill the entire width of the table and not be strong 

anywhere.  I also have a reserve of a cavalry regiment and a battery. 

 

So, what am I going to do for plan 3?    I could reverse plan one and make a strong attack on the 

left wing, but I don’t think the terrain favours it.  So, I go for a cautious plan one which allocates 

1 infantry regiment to each wing, 2 in the centre along with a cavalry regiment and a battery.  I 

then have a strong central reserve of an infantry regiment, 2 cavalry regiments, and a battery.  

The aim of the plan will be to see where any opportunities lie when the enemy are deployed.  

The only problem I find with this sort of plan is when it ends up being the one chosen for the 

opposition.  At that point I’ll use some ‘discretion’ (by gad, Sir, how dare you imply some 

underhand behaviour, it’ll be pistols at dawn!) and discard this plan and pick one of the others at 

random. 

 

For brevity, I hope that I’ve made the principles sufficiently clear that I can just say that I also 

come up with three plans for the other side of the table.   This is the point where I’ll roll and see 

which side of the table I’ll be sitting, an even chance on a d6.  To save me racking my brains for 

another plan I’ll choose one of those I’ve just written.  The enemy plan will then be drawn at 

random.  In an attempt to avoid bias, I’ll often have a favoured army, if there is one, on the 

opposing side.  I tend to like both sides in any period where I decide to buy and paint forces and 

avoid those where I actively dislike one of them.  WWII is a good example of the latter; I 

couldn’t bring myself to do a German or Japanese army.  A few of either in a Pulp game as 

baddies might be fine but that’s as far as it goes.  Apologies, I digress.   

 

If the battle is part of a campaign (my favourite context for battle games) then casualties and 

difficulties encountered to date would need to be factored in. 

Obviously the plans suggest the starting orders but I’ll add more detail to jog the failing memory 

as I get down to the games (as, I suspect with many, there’s often a gap between planning and 

playing). 



 

The devil is in the detail 

 

All this has been easy so far and offers potential for a few more games on the same tabletop set 

up by using the other plans.  I always find that the awkward bits come along when the model 

soldiers start moving about the table.  Thus, I find it a good idea to have some ‘standing orders’ 

for units. 

 

The overall context of these instructions is the orders they have been given and a focus on trying 

to conform to their objective. 

 

Infantry  

Units will advance if their orders are to do so, picking the clearest way forward.  Light infantry 

will, however, make the best use of cover. 

 

If ordered on the defensive, they will take up cover or a superior position (e.g. on a hill or behind 

a stream), moving to that feature if necessary.   

 

Infantry will fire at the opposition in the first instance, realising that charges against fresh enemy 

infantry are unlikely to be successful until some damage has been done. 

 

An exception is made for units with a particularly aggressive reputation who may charge rather 

than firing.  They may well have the ability to pull it off.  Dice for the options, odds charge, 

evens fire. 

 

Infantry of a less aggressive temperament will charge if the enemy unit is ‘shaken’ (i.e. suffering 

a morale penalty) or if reduced to inferior numbers as a result of the exchange of volleys.  This 

isn’t always a given so again dice for it, odds/evens to charge / fire again. 

 

Artillery 

Given I mainly play ‘horse & musket’ I tend to assume that artillery are in a supporting role, so 

they will pick a position in the deployment area that gives them a good field of fire but generally 

not one in advance of supporting infantry or cavalry.  If one is characterising units and their 

commander is a ‘bold’ sort, then may do so; odds/evens again. 

 

Horse artillery moving with cavalry will unlimber to fire when they get into range.  The cavalry 

will pause for a turn to give them a chance to soften up the enemy but not if their commander is a 

rash sort of chap who will charge as soon as possible. 

 

Cavalry 

Units on the offensive will advance and attempt to charge enemy cavalry rather than engaging 

the infantry (who just don’t have any class) unless numbers are against them when they will 

counter-charge only.  That rash chap mentioned above however cares nought for odds and will 

get stuck in. 

 



Should the enemy cavalry be chased off, then exposed flanks or rears of infantry units are fair 

game. 

 

Cavalry on the defensive will counter-charge and not initiate a charge unless the enemy are 

fewer in numbers or ‘shaken’.  That rash chap really isn’t suited to this task as he’ll convert his 

orders to offensive ones. 

 

 

 

 

However 

 

There will inevitably be occasions when none of the above will help (as Captain Barbosa said of 

the Pirate Code “We think of it more as guidelines than actual rules”).  The enemy are pushing 

hard and has a unit outnumbered – should it give ground now or try and hold out?  A unit has 

defensive orders but there’s a distinct lack of enemy to their front.  Would the commander-in-

chief think it good initiative if it decided to advance?   

 

Fortunately, we’re not in the position of having to negotiate with some chap of an overly 

competitive nature.  We can just look at the options and roll dice to choose between them, 

perhaps weighing the dice outcomes to favour an obviously best option or one that you feel with 

make for an exciting turn of events.  I think I’ve commented previously that I think of wargames 

in very cinematic terms so I’m more likely to go for something dramatic.  For me, a big part of 

the game is building up a good story of heroes and cowards, brilliant strokes and, well, not so 

brilliant ones (usually ones which struck me as a ‘really good idea’ at the time). 

 

The question of generals and orders 

 

It’s probably clear from the above that I like generals, etc. to 

have some ‘character’.  This isn’t a role-playing game so it’s 

just going to be a question of which category we’re going to 

allocate a particular commander to, but it can still help build 

the story line.  I recall a campaign some years back, set in 

the Peninsula War and a particularly Spanish general started 

off as a very blank slate.   

 

We diced for his strategy (1-3 defend, 4-6 attack) and the 

outcome was to attack the French.  By a stroke of luck, he 

won!  So next time we decided his thinking was ‘well, that 

attack worked last time’ and added 1 to the die roll.  He 

wasn’t so lucky that time so for the third action he was a bit 

more cautious and we returned to 50:50.  As the game 

progressed his defensive battles did ok, bleeding the French 

without taking huge losses himself and so his character 

became established but there was always a small chance he 

would wrong-foot the French and attack. 



 

 

This is one section of the rules I’m constantly re-working because I never feel happy with them.  

For a bit of context about what follows, I’ll mention that I work on the basis that every unit can 

act during a turn.  I’m not that convinced about system which allow only a limited number of 

command pips and thus units which can move or unit activation systems which may end a turn 

before every unit has acted.  They’re a way of adding friction into the system but I don’t feel 

they reflect how command works in a battle.  I do like random activation of single or groups of 

figures in skirmish games for the unpredictability it produces but I don’t like them for battles 

where a commander is trying to implement a plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

I use some general restrictions which apply unless overruled by the general’s characteristic: 

 Can only give one order per turn 

 The order can be to a single unit or a formation 

 Cannot give orders to units where there is no line of sight or that are engaged in melee. 

 Cannot give orders when with a unit to lead or rally them. 

 

The rough guidelines are currently: 

Type of 

commander 

Mechanic Rationale Rallying a unit 

Incompetent Can only issue an order to a 

single unit; he will ride to the 

unit to do so 

He focuses on the small 

detail rather than the wider 

picture (plenty of those at 

the start of the ACW). 

Hopeless.  Must 

always ride to a routing 

or shaken unit to try to 

do so but actually 

confers a -1. 

Cautious Can give a defence order this 

turn. 

Can give an offensive order but 

it will be the next turn; he 

ponders this turn. 

Yes, attacking may look 

good, but it needs to be 

considered carefully, I 

wonder what the general 

will say if I do… 

Gives a bonus of +1 to 

attempts to rally 

Rash Can only give offensive orders. 

Likely to attack as soon as he 

sees the enemy and not bother 

overly with firing. 

Will always pursue. 

A true ‘at them with the 

bayonet’ (or sabre) type. 

Never attempts to rally 

units, will join another 

to lead. 

Competent No restrictions on the type of 

order or level of formation he 

can command.   

One order per turn. 

Will likely do it by the book. 

He’s not a terribly 

interesting type, probably 

best described as ‘reliable’ 

or ‘solid’. 

Gives a bonus of +1 to 

attempts to rally 

Bold No restrictions on the type of 

order or level of formation he 

can command.   

Can give two orders per turn. 

He knows his business and 

has a sense of urgency. 

Gives a bonus of +2 to 

attempts to rally 



Gifted No restrictions on the type of 

order or level of formation he 

can command.   

Can give two orders per turn. 

Not restricted to those units he 

can see. 

Possibly an experienced 

general or someone who is 

new to command but has 

an innate sense of what 

needs to be done. 

The unit automatically 

rallies – how could you 

do anything else for a 

man who is like a 

father / hero / saint to 

you? 

 

I’m also looking at present at extending the above to deal with how a commander copes with 

difficulties such as bad terrain or ensuring he is going in the right direction, other important 

aspects commanders had to deal with. 

 

Anyway, I hope that the ramblings above may be helpful or some food for thought, particularly if 

you’re getting started as a solo wargamer. 
 


